Home Tour Event Information
General


Homeowners make a valuable contribution to the WLCL - The Home Tour raises almost
$2500/year profit for the fireworks fund! It is also supported by a generous donation by a
local business. In previous years it has been Waterfall Jewelry.



Homes on the tour don’t have to be large or spectacular - the tour highlights many styles
of lake living, and some of the most memorable past homes have been some of the
smallest. EVERY home has interesting features that others want to see!



If there were a “tagline” for the tour, it would be: “Gee. I always wanted to see inside
that home!”

Home-Owner Experience


Almost every previous homeowner agrees that it was an enjoyable experience, a
chance to meet neighbors and other lake residents, and a chance to show off their
beautiful home - ask them!



Homeowners get to tour the other homes on the tour as part of a VIP tour and dinner on
Friday night.

Home-Owner Comfort


Homeowners decide what parts of their home that they want to show. They guide each
group through their home. Plan on about 15-20 minutes per group. (Depending upon
home/cottage size, history and talking points.)



There will be about 10 groups of about 10-12 people per group (including 2 hosts per
boat).



All visitors will wear shoe protectors while in the homes, unless the homeowner says
otherwise.



Guests are not allowed to bring food/beverages from the boat into the home.



No photography is allowed inside the homes.



Homeowners are not expected to provide any refreshments, they are available on the
boat - there really isn’t time anyway.



All the volunteers for the event are residents and members of the White Lake Citizen
League.

Security


The event is not publicly advertised. It is advertised only through the White Lake Citizens
League publications such as the newsletter, web site and Facebook page.



We have contact information for every ticket holder. Almost all tickets are sold to lake
residents or their friends and family. (Most are repeats every year.)



Ticket sales are limited to the capacity of our boats, typically about 85 guests. We have
sold out every year except the first.



People arrive in a group (from a pontoon boat) and are managed as a group
throughout the home.



The 2 boat hosts will stay with the group in the house to make sure that the people don't
get spread out or lag behind in the house. No one is allowed to wander unattended
throughout the home!

